
To physicians who visit Sweden I can most warmly recom¬
mend that a few days be spent in the hospitals of the modern
and thriving city of Stockholm, especially if you have
some knowledge of German. Prof. Akermann. I believe, is
one of the brightest men for his years I have ever heard teach
or seen operate as a surgeon. Dr. Josephson does a large
amount of abdominal work and ie a great advocate of using
buried silk sutures in closing, up abdominal wounds, thus, he
believes, avoiding the hernias that often follow these operations.
The surgeons here (I found the same thing in several other

places) have abandoned catgut as a ligature, and are using fine
silk in its stead, claiming that thereby they avoid suppuration
and, if the silk used be fine, that it is absorbed without the
manifestation of any local irritation.
Everywhere in Scotland, in Scandinavia, in Russia, in Tur¬

key, in Greece and in Austria, I have found typhoid prevalent,
and have been trying to do some missionary work as a Wood-
bridgeite, with what success I will tell the readers of the
Journal in my next. W. S. Caldwell, M.D.

The Leprosy Question.The Leprosy Question.
Translated from the French in Janus (July and August, 1897).

Copenhagen, June 26, 1897.
To theEditor (of Janus):\p=m-\Isee today with a certain displeas-

ure that three of the publications, as numerous as they are
little important, of Dr. Albert S. Ashmead, have been inserted
in the sixth issue of your paper (May and June).
One of these publications, that entitled "Leprosy Overcome by

Isolation in the Middle Ages," is absolutely useless. The author
is pleased in this to attribute to me an opinion which I have
never professed, vide, that the isolation of the lepers would be
useless. One will never find that opinion expressed in my
works. I am for isolation according to the Norwegian system,
that is, the isolation of the diseased, who are incapable of
taking care of and supporting themselves, and whose presence
among other persons constitutes a real danger for the well.
But I am not an admirer of the barbarians of the Middle Ages,
who burned and imprisoned with horrible ceremonies the poor
lepers, separating them from their families and their friends.
I know that Mr. Ashmead fights for the wholesale isolation

of the lepers (even the 100,000 lepers in the English Indies), but
I have the firm conviction that he will remain isolated himself
with such a demand. The hygiene of our days does not act in
the same manner as that of the Middle Ages.
Will you "kindly" aek Mr. Ashmead to quote in future the

passages from my writings to which he refers, in order to avoid
writing perfectly useless notes and attributing to me opinions
which I do not have. I avail myself of this same occasion to
interdict him, the copying without quotation of source, of
photographs of my Icelandic lepers. These photographs were
mine. 1 paid for them with two voyages, both perilous and
disagreeable. Mr. Ashmead has inserted one of my photo¬
graphe on the third page of his last pamphlet in the Magazine
of Medicine, April, 1897, where he publishes, always without
authorization of the correspondents, a number of letters, of
which his own contains trifles, without interest, and also rude
abuse of the leprologists of London, of Asmauer Hansen and
myself. You will no doubt excuse me if I wish no longer to
dispute with Mr. Ashmead, agree, Mr. Editor, the assurance
of my perfect consideration. Dr. Ehlers.

New York, Dec. 6, 1897.
To the Editor of Janus, Amsterdam, Netherlands.\p=m-\Dr.

Ehlers says (Janus, July and August) I attribute to him opin-
ions which he never professed.
Whether or not Dr. Ehlers stands for isolation was not the

point at issue ; it was, should isolation as a principle be pro-
mulgated by the Berlin Lepra-Conference? That was the
important question. He stood an obstacle to our obtaining

official delegates, claiming that governments had always neg-
lected the holy name of hygiene, le saint nom de l'hygi\l=e`\ne,
in all countries and in all times. It was not, in his opinion,
the way that leads to the goal to try to stir up the govern-
ments. It is a congress which takes place between known
leprologists and not a congress of leprology. Our goal was
not so much a congress of leprologists, which I have taken the
liberty to call very frequently a congress for talk only. What
we wanted with absolute singleness of purpose was a congress
to take practical measures against a disease against which
talk, disputations of leprologists, etc., had availed nothing,
that is to do everything possible, in order to obtain universal
measures of isolation. Therefore it was our object to stir up
the governments. Although he does not speak against isola¬
tion in his works, his acts in opposing the call upon govern¬
ments to take part in the Congress were against isolation.
Some shadow of this government representation was neverthe¬
less obtained, but it was due to our initiative, to the fight we
made, not to Dr. Ehlers, and not even to Asmauer Hansen.
Especially was it not due to the non contagion clique of London.
One word as to the photograph of which he interdicts the

publication without quotation of source. Dr. Ehlers would
seem to like such pleasant expressions as interdict, though he
reproaches me with being grossier: but it is only fair to
attribute the strength of his expressions to his imperfect
knowledge of the delicacy of the French language. I pub¬
lished a photograph of an Icelandic leper woman, with his
permission, giving him due credit in "Suppression and Pre¬
vention of Leprosy." I copied it as an instance of melancholia
of leprosy, which is my own interpretation of it, in the Maga¬
zine ofMedicine subsequently. His name did not appear in
that second publication ; it was simply forgotten. There is
certainly in this no justification for such tremendous trumpet¬
ing about the world of the wrong done to his photograph,
which he had paid for by two perilous and disagreeable voy¬
ages. I think it would be a useful exercise for Dr. Ehlers if
he tried to insert the following truth into his brain : Dr.
Ashmead had a perfect right to use subsequently without
any ceremony a photograph which he had once published in
the regular way, with permission and quotation.
Let me say to Dr. Ehlers that the mixed system of isolation

of Norway has driven to the United States 17,000 Norwegian
emigrants of leprous families, and thus served only to trans¬
fer the leper problem from Norway to America. International
government laws, which I stand for, would prevent that.
If he considers this duly and seriously he will surely find

that it is (though he says my publications are inutiles) more
important, more useful to meditate upon than anything he
has ever written in any of his works, published after such
perilous and disagreeable voyages.
With a pleasant felicity, which is rare with Dr. Ehlers, he

observes that it is I who shall be isolated with my demand,
not so entirely isolated, however ; for, as I said above, there
was, in the presence of some government representatives, at
Berlin something like a foreshadowing of international leper
law.
We Americans are interested, I mean directly, not in our

own leprosy, for we have none ; we are interested in the lep¬
rosy of Norway, Japan, China, Hawaii and South America, to
prevent the disease from being brought by emigration, which
would easily be done by international arrangements, by stir¬
ring up the different governments. Even from the 159 lepers
which Dr, Ehlers so successfully saw in Iceland, four have since
escaped to this country, and almost while Dr. Éhlers gave him¬
self up to the charms of the congressional, leprologist, non-
international conference, these four contaminated Manitoba !

Albert S. Ashmead, M.D.

License in Germany.
Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 10, 1897.

To the Editor:\p=m-\Dr.Blech's answer to the inquiry as to the
admission to the practice of medicine in Germany is not quite
correct.
To be matriculated as a student of medicine, one must be a
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graduate from a gymnasium covering a classical course of nine
years. These graduates are 20 years old on the average. After
four semesters, usually during the fifth, the medical student
passes the tentamen physicum, an examination in physiology,
anatomy, physics, chemistry, physiologic chemistry, botany,
mineralogy. Before passing the tentamen physicum the stu-
dent is not admitted to the clinics. The candidate for State
examination must have studied medicine and the allied
branches for at least eight semesters, of which not more than
three are allowed to be passed at a recognized foreign univer-
sity. While eight semesters are the required time, it is by no
means the average, which may be put at ten semesters.
A foreign physician, who wishes to practice in the German

Empire, must furnish satisfactory proofs that his preliminary
education is equal to the one required for matriculation from
the German student of medicine. From the American phy¬
sician the college degree of A.B. or A.M. is considered as equiv¬
alent. Upon the further proof that he is legally entitled to the
practice of medicine in his native country, he will be admitted
to the German State examination without attending one hour
clinics or lectures or anything at the German school.
At this occasion I wish to correct the erroneous statement

which is frequently heard, that the diplomas from a few Amer
¡can schools, like Ann Arbor, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, and
some others, are recognized in Germany. It is not so ! Their
diplomas do not entitle to practice in Germany. Quite a num¬
ber of foreign physicians are practicing in Germany, especially
at watering places and similar sanitary institutions, and they
had to fulfill the requirements as described.
Another class of foreign graduates in the German Empire is

formed by professors at the universities, who not infrequently
receive calls from one European State to another. These men
only receive the State diploma without passing any examina¬
tion. For instance : Billroth was a German graduate, but
he received and accepted calls as professor to Zurich in Switz¬
erland and to Vienna in Austria. Ziegler, the well known
pathologist, is a Swiss graduate, and now in Germany. A
number of Germans are professors in Switzerland, etc.
The requirements are about the same in all the different

States in Europe. In whatever empire one wishes to practice
medicine he has to procure the State diploma.
This explanation shows that Germany lays the most stress

upon the preliminary education. The reasons are obvious.
B. Becker, M.D.

Appendicitis.
Evansville, Ind., Dec. 3, 1897.

To the Editor :\p=m-\Thealarming mortality rate following oper-
ative measures for the cure of appendicitis in this city has
caused considerable comment of a questionable nature, recently
and in the daily papers this morning the Board of Health has
taken the matter into consideration. A recent case of opera-
tion during convalescence, and the patient's death in less than
thirty-six hours, has opened the way to adverse criticism. In
the case mentioned the operation seems to have been done
through jealous rivalry, with a large fee as an incentive, which
only too plainly demonstrates the fact that the surgeon above
all others should be a man of unbiased mind.
During my twenty-six months of hospital work in Louisville,

Chicago and this city, I have carefully observed the medical
and surgical diagnosis and treatment of this disease and noted
the difficulty in differentiating between it and typhlitis, peri-
typhlitis, para-typhlitis, volvulus and intussusception and all
forms of intestinal obstruction, and have arrived at the follow¬
ing conclusions ;
1. An operation for appendicitis is usually demanded the

moment the diagnosis is absolute, the condition of the patient
and other indications justifying, provided the case is of the
progressive type with the bowels locked, and treatment seems
of no avail.

2. If the temperature is not high, the pulse is not irregular
and not weak, if the pain is not intense ; if the patient rests
moderately well without, or with very little anodyne and the
case seems to be of a moderate type and at a stand· still, then
every effort should be made to move the bowel, reduce the in¬
flammation and tympanites, soften down and carry out the
inspissated feces, flush the bowel and keep it open, use intesti¬
nal antiseptics, tone up and sustain your patient and carry him
through without surgical intervention.
3. If, after recovery, there still remains a sickening pain of

a radiating character in the region of "McBurney's point," in¬
creased by the administration of strychnia or other agents
stimulating peristalsis, denoting plastic adhesions and future
trouble, a coated tongue and torpid constipated bowel, then
tone up and build up your patient. Remove all offending ma¬
terial from the sigmoid colon and cecum by high enemas and
hydragogue salines and remove the crippled disturber. Break
up all adhesions under anti- and aseptic precautions, and your
patient will stand every chance of a speedy and permanent
recovery.
4. Do not as too many supposedly good surgeons have done,

operate on a patient afflicted with appendicitis too soon after
the crisis is over, and thereby stir up an inflammation afresh
that is practically past.
Many a man's life has been lost by an operation performed

at this time, when the patient was slowly but surely convalesc¬
ing, with the bowel open, the pulse only slightly accelerated
and temperature 99 or 99.5 degrees, and in fact when operative
interference of any nature was strictly contra-indicated.

W. F. Sterman, M.D.

"EdemaUniversalis."
New York, Dec. 10, 1897.

To the Editor:\p=m-\Such little blunders, as forgetting that a
word ending in "a" is not always a Latin feminine, but may
be, and very often is, a Greek neuter, are exceedingly unpleas-
ant and it takes a deal of philosophy to overcome the bitter-
ness of being corrected. Yet, let me tell you of an instance
whose mention must pour balsam into any such grammatic
sore. When Victor Cousin published his Plato, he wrote the
title thus or about thus : Platonis Opera Omnia Victor Cousin
Recollexit. The book with that title was spread all over Europe,
over all the world, in fact, causing everybody to ask how it
could be that such a great man did not know the tenses of
recolligo. M.D.

The Word " Os."
San Diego, Cal., Dec. 11, 1897.

To the Editor:\p=m-\WereI an editor I should not object per-
haps to read the Old English thon, but I should draw the line
as do you at the too common substitution of "orem" for the
classic and correct accusative of that old neuter noun, os.

Truly yours. F.

PUBLIC HEALTH.
Control of Quarantine.

GOVERNOR BLOXHAM OF FLORIDA WRITES A LETTER ON THE
SUBJECT.

GOVERNMENT SHOULD CO-OPERATE WITH THE STATES.
REASONS FOR A NATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH GIVEN.

FLORIDA'S SYSTEM AN EXAMPLE OF EFFICIENCY.

Tallahassee, Fla., Dec. 3, 1897.
Upon the request of the publishers of that journal, Governor

Bloxham has written the following letter to the New Orleans
Picayune :
T. G. Rapier, Esq., Manager Picayune, New Orleans, La.
Dear Sir:—I have the honor of acknowledging your favor of

recent date requesting an expression of my views upon the
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